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1 Introduction
Public key cryptosystems require the use of large prime numbers, numbers with at least 256
bits (80 decimal digits), see for example [12]. One needs to generate these numbers as fast
as possible. One way of dealing with this problem is the use of special primes built up using
the converse of Fermat's theorem [35, 14, 17, 29]. Another is to use sophisticated primality
proving algorithms, that are fast but need a careful implementation [13, 9].
In another direction, one can be happy with a number declared prime by a compositeness
test, such as Miller-Rabin's. Numbers which pass this test, but are nevertheless composite, are
called pseudoprimes. There are di erent species of pseudoprimes. This kind of compositeness
algorithm requires a very good ratio between the programming work needed and the results
achieved.
In this paper, we aim at presenting the most recent results achieved in the theory of
pseudoprime numbers. First of all, we make a list of all pseudoprime varieties existing so far.
This includes Lucas-pseudoprimes and the generalization to sequences generated by integer
polynomials modulo N , elliptic pseudoprimes. We discuss the making of tables and the
consequences on the design of very fast primality algorithms for small numbers. Then, we
describe the recent work of Alford, Granville and Pomerance, in which they prove that there
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exists an in nite number of Carmichael numbers. We also discuss the potential applications
of their work to other classes of numbers.

2 All kinds of pseudoprimes
2.1 The ancestor

Let us start with the simplest kind of pseudoprimes. Fermat's little theorem tells us that if

p is a prime number and a an integer prime to p, then
ap?1  1 mod p:
(1)
A composite number p for which (1) holds is called a pseudoprime to base a (or psp-a for
short). The smallest psp-2 is N = 341 = 11  31.
It is known that for each value of a, there is an in nite number of psp-a (see [37]). A
composite number p for which (1) holds for all values of a prime to p is called a Carmichael
number. The smallest one is 561 = 3  11  17. Until recently, it was not known that these
numbers formed an in nite set (see section xx). Many properties of pseudoprimes are to be
found in [37].

2.2 Re nements

A re ned test is one due to Miller and Rabin [38]. Write N ? 1 = 2tN0 with 2 N0. Then:
-

aN ? 1 = (aN0 ? 1)(aN0 + 1)      (a2t?1N0 + 1):
If N is prime, it divides the left hand side and thus must divide the right hand
side, so one of
the factors on the right. A composite N which satis es aN0  1 mod N or a2j N0  ?1 mod N
for some 0  j < t is called a strong pseudo-prime to base a (in short spsp-a). It is known
that a composite N can be a spsp-a for at most 1=4 of the bases [32]. Some improvements
to the scheme have been given by Damgard and Landrock [15] and also Davenport [16], who
countered an attack of Arnault on the pseudoprimality routine of Axiom (see [5] and also [6]
for the same attack on the routine of Maple).
Recently, Atkin [8] has generalized the concept of strong pseudoprimes to that of q strong
pseudoprimes, q being a small prime. Precisely, a composite integer N such that N ?1 = q t N0,
q N0, is called a q-strong pseudoprime to base a (spspq (a)), if
-

N j 1 + B + B 2 +    + B q?1
where b  aN0 mod N 6 1 and B = bqi?1 with i the least integer for which bqi  1 mod N .

2.3 Making tables

Carmichael numbers were tabulated by many authors [25, 24, 33]. The function C (x) which
counts the number of Carmichael numbers up to x is of interest and was also tabulated.
In particular, C (1012) = 8241, C (1015) = 105212, C (1016) = 246683. Pinch's tables are
available via anonymous ftp.

Tables of pseudoprimes also exist. The most recent one contains all psp-2 up to 1012:
There are 101629 of them [34]. Using these tables, Schroeppel [40] checked that there are
only 37 composite numbers less than 1011 which are spsp-a for a in f2; 3; 5g. Only one remains
if we add a = 7 (namely 3215031751), and none if a = 11 is added next.

2.4 Generalizations

2.4.1 Linear recurrences
The concept of pseudoprimes was generalized with other relations like (1). For instance, one
can look at sequences of numbers de ned modulo N for a given integer N . Let f (X ) be a
polynomial with integer coecients:

f (X ) = X m + am?1 X m?1 +    + a0:
Let p be a prime number and let i be the m roots of f in a suitable extension of GF(p).
De ne the sequence Vn as

Vn =

n + n +    + n mod p:
2
m

1

Denote by L the splitting eld of f (X ) mod p and G its Galois group. For each  in G, de ne
m
X
V;r = ( i) ir
i=1

for all 0  r  m ? 1. Such a collection V ( ) is called an admissible signature for p. The
value of a signature depends on the splitting of f (X ) modulo p. A pseudoprime for f is
now a composite integer N which has an admissible signature V ( ) for some  (in a suitable
context).
For example, let f be a polynomial of degree 2: f (X ) = X 2 + a1X + a0 . Let D be its
discriminant and p a prime number not dividing D. Select  = 1. Then, it is easy to see that
(
2
D=p) = 1
(Vp; Vp+1) = ((aa1;; 2aa1 ?) 2a0) ifif ((D=p
) = ?1:
1

0

A less trivial example is the following [3]. Let f (X ) = X 3 ? rX 2 + sX ? 1 where s and r
are integers. Let , , be the roots of f (X ) and p be a prime number. Then
8
>
< (3; r; r2 ? 2s) if f (X ) has three roots mod p
if f (X ) has one root mod p
(Vp?1; Vp; Vp+1) = > (B; r; C )
: (D; r; s)
otherwise
In case 2, let be the root of f (X ) mod p; then B  ?r 2 + (r2 ? s) mod p and C 
2
+ 2 ?1 mod p. In case 3, let  = ( ? )( ? )( ? ) and D  (rs ? 3 ?  )=2 mod p
(note that all the quantities B , C , D are integers modulo p). The conditions on f correspond
to a particular action of the Galois group of f mod p. In case 1, the splitting eld of f is
GF(p) and the Galois group acts on the roots as p = , p = , p = . In case 2, the

splitting eld is GF(p2) and we have p = , p = , p = . The third case corresponds to
the splitting eld of f being GF(p3) and the Galois action is (say): p = , p = , p = .
This work has been done by Gurak [21] and generalizes the concept of Lucas pseudoprimes
[10] (this corresponds to second-order recurrences) and the work of [3, 1, 26, 2, 7] for thirdorder recurrences.

2.4.2 Other generalizations
For completeness, let us add that some authors have studied the properties of elliptic pseudoprimes [18, 31, 11, 19].
Let p be a prime number greater than 3. An elliptic curve E over Z=pZ is given by two
integers a and b such that the quantity ?16(4a3 +27b2) is non-zero modulo p. The set of points
of E , denoted by E (Z=pZ) is the set of pairs (x; y ) in Z=pZ such that y 2  x3 + ax + b mod p.
An abelian law is usually de ned on E (Z=pZ), which is known as the tangent-and-chord
method. This law is ordinarily noted additively. For details on the law, we refer for example
to [23]. Denote by m the number of points on E . Lagrange's theorem tells us that if P
is a point on E , then mP = OE . In some particular cases, it is easy to compute m. For
instance, let ?D be the discriminant of an imaginary quadratic eld with class number 1.
(We know that ?D 2 f?4; ?3; ?7; ?8; ?11; ?19; ?43; ?67; ?163g.) Then if (?D=p) = ?1,
the associated curve E has cardinality p + 1.
We can de ne elliptic curves over a ring Z=N Z for a composite N . Let ?D be as above
and E an associated curve together with a point P on E . We say N is an elliptic pseudoprime
if and only if (?D=N ) = ?1 and (N + 1)P = OE . One way of building such a number N is
to write it as N = p1 : : :pr and impose that (?D=pi ) = ?1 and pi + 1 j N + 1 for all i.

3 There exists an in nite number of Carmichael numbers
3.1 Background

Recall that '(N ) is the cardinality of (Z=N Z) forQany integer N and that (N ) is the
maximal order of an element of (Z=N Z) . If NQ= ri=1 pi i Qis the decomposition of N as
a product of disctint primes, one has '(N ) = i '(pi i ) = i pi i ?1 (pi ? 1) and (N ) =
lcm((pi i )); (pi i ) = '(pi i ) for odd pi or i  2 and (2e ) = 2e?2 for e  3.
One can show that a squarefree composite number N is a Carmichael number if and only
if for all pi j N , one has pi ? 1 j N ? 1. Equivalently, N is a Carmichael number if and only
if (N ) j N ? 1. For all this, we refer for instance to [39].
We de ne the number of divisors of N to be  (N ) and the number of prime divisors of
N to be !(N ).

3.2 First ingredient

The basic idea is simple. First choose an integer  with a large number of divisors and let k
be an integer prime to . Build the set

S (k; ) = fp prime; p ; k j p ? 1 j kg:
-

Suppose now that N is a squarefree product of elements of S (k; ) such that N  1 mod .
Then N is a Carmichael number, since N  1 mod k by construction, and for all p dividing
N , one has:
p ? 1 j k j N ? 1:

3.3 Second ingredient

Let (G; ) be a nite Abelian group. Denote by jGj the cardinality of G and by m the
maximal order of an element of G. One can prove the following [41, 42, 30].
Theorem 1. Let g1, g2, : : :, gn be elements of G. If n > m(1 + log(jGj=m)), there exists
indices i1, i2, : : :, ir such that gi1  gi2      gir = 1. 2
One now remarks that the set S (k; ) is naturally isomorphic to a subgroup of G =
(Z=Z) (the set of elements of (Z=kZ) which are congruent to 1 mod  is isomorphic to
(Z=Z) . The important point is that G does not depend on k, but on .

3.4 Building large sets ( )
S k;

The idea of the proof is now simple. One must build a set S (k; ) so large that

jS (k; )j > ()(1 + log('()=())):
If this is the case, we can use the preceding Theorem to show that necessarily, there exists
a product of elements of S (k; ) which is congruent to 1 modulo  and thus a Carmichael
number.
Let us choose
 = lcm(2; 3; : : :; m)
for some integer m. By a standard result in number theory [22], one has   exp(m) when
m goes to in nity. Let
Y
N=
p
p<m2
p?1j

where p denote a prime number. It can be shown that the number of prime factors of N is
greater than c1m2 = log m for a xed constant c1 > 0 and m large enough. It follows that the
number of divisors of N satis es

 (N ) > 2c1 m2 = log m :
We now remark that  (N )  (N ) since (N ) j . There is some hope to build S (k; ) such
that its cardinality is not too far from  (N ) and thus greater than (N ).
In [4], the authors are able to prove that there exists an integer k, prime to N such that
jS (k; )j   (N )c2
for some positive constant c2 > 0. With this, we have
Y
'(N ) < N <
p  exp(m2)
p<m2

leading to

(N ) log '(N ) < exp(2m) < 2c1 c2 m2 = log m <  (N )c2

and thus the inequality of Theorem 1 applies and there is at least one Carmichael number
built up with the elements of S (k; ).
The nal result of [4] is then
Theorem. The function Cp(x) is larger than xc for all suciently large x and for any positive
constant c < 5=12(1 ? 1=2 e) = 0:290 : : :. 2

3.5 Remarks

As a consequence of this result, one has a better bound for C (x). It is conjectured by Erd}os
that one should have
C (x) = x1?(1+o(1)) log log log x= log log x
for all suciently large x. The preceding result is still far from that.
The work of [4] can be extended to show that for all xed a, there exist in nitely many
squarefree composite n such that all prime factors p of n satisfy p ? a j n ? 1. The same is
true for p2 ? 1 j n. However, this does not work for p ? a j n ? b for any b other than 0 and 1,
or for p2 + 1 j n ? 1. These cases are important for other pseudoprimality tests (see above).
Also, for any nite set S of positive integers, there are in nitely many integers n which are
spsp-a for all a in S , as well as Carmichael numbers. The number of such numbers up to x
is greater than xc(S ) for some constant c(S ) > 0.
From a practical point of view, it is possible to devise fast algorithms for building
Carmichael numbers with a large number of prime factors. For this and generalizations
to all kind of elliptic pseudoprimes, we refer to [27, 28, 20, 43].

4 Conclusion
Despite the apparition of two powerful primality proving algorithms, pseudoprimes tests are
still interesting. The theory of pseudoprimes has seen a renewed attention due to the result
of Adlford, Granville and Pomerance. No doubt that further results will follow, enabling one
to get a fast and compact primality testing algorithm by combining di erent pseudoprimality
tests.
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